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Let Kr be the set of states reachable at time T (with unconstrained controls) 
for an autonomous control problem with initial state 0 at t = 0. Suppose the 
problem is “null controllable at 7, ” i.e., every initial state can be controlled to 0 
at t = T. Then Kr is independent of 2’ for T > r. The result is formulated 
for nonautonomous problems. 
I. INTR~DucTI~~v 
The starting point of this note lay in a paper by Fattorini [3] showing time- 
invariance of the reachable set for boundary control of the heat equation. He 
observed that a certain key inequality implied this time-invariance and derived 
the inequality by methods closely related to those used in [2] to show null 
controllability. This inequality was independently obtained in [5] as a consc- 
quence of this null controllability. Following a stimulating discussion with 
J. Zabczyk at the IFAC 2nd Symposium on Control of Distributed Parameter 
Systems (note: an earlier version of this [4] has been included in the proceedings 
of that symposium), it was observed that one could proceed with the implication 
[null controllability = time-invariance of Kr] in a purely dgebraic way, bypas- 
sing the inequality and related analysis. 
2. THEOREM 
Comparable to the notion of an “abstract linear control system” in [l], we 
introduce the notion of an ewolutionary abstract control system: 
Let Y be an ordered parameter space and let 9 : = {(s, t) E Y x Y: s < t}. 
Assume given spaces X(t), @‘c(l) for t in Y-, I = (s, t) in 9, and maps E(I): X(s) - 
X(t) and C(I): %(I) - X(t). If 1 = (r, t) can be partitioned in 9 as Ii = (r, s), 
I, = (s, t), then 
E(I) = E&J 0 E(4) (1) 
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and there is a map SL = (a, , !&): @(I) -+ %(I,) x @(I,) whose range includes 
(0) x %!(I,) and such that 
C(I) = E(I,) 0 C(Q o Q2, + C(&) o a2 . (2) 
We think of Y = Iw and %, 4 as being, e.g., Banach spaces with E, C being 
continuous linear maps. However, one might equally well take Y = H (discrete 
time) or %, ?/ might be taken to be Abelian groups with E, C corresponding 
homomorphisms. Observe that (1) may be interpreted as asserting that [X, E] is 
a functor from the order category [Y, $1. 
The interpretation of this is that during the interval I = (s, t) a “state” 3 in 
X(S) at time s is taken, under the influence of the admissible control ii in %(I), 
into the new state 
x(t) = E(I) f -+ C(I) ti, in s(t) (3) 
at time t. If one had dynamics given by a differential equation 
2 = A(t) x + 23(t) u, (4) 
then, letting Y(t, s) be the fundamental solution, one would have the usual 
“variation of parameters” formula 
x(t) = Y(t, s) x(s) + ji Y(t, T) B(T) U(T) dt (5) s 
for the solution. This clearly has the form (3) in which, in particular, 4 is u(.) 
on the interval I = (s, t) and C(I) . is g iven by the integral in (5). For this situation 
R, and R, are just restrictions of u(.) to 1, , I 2 , respectively, and it is easy to 
verify (1) and (2). 
Given I = (s, t) and i in Z(s), the subset of S(t) reachable from i is just 
X1(5) = E(I) 2 + W(C(I)) (6) 
by (3). The system is null controllable on I if the following conditions (easily 
seen to be equivalent) hold: 
(i) 0 E q(P) for every 2 E X(s), 
(ii) W(E(I)) C W(C(1)). 
(7) 
THEOREM 1. Let [S, q; E, C] be an evolutionary abstract control system on F’. 
If this is null controllable on (s, t), then the reachable set is independent of the starting 
point (2 in T(r) at time r) for r ,( s; i.e., (7) implies 
ST&) = 4dK9 for all I < s, 52 E LqY). (8) 
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Proof. Let I1 = (r, s), Is = (s, t), I = (r, t). Suppose, first, that X* is in 
2&,,(O) so X* = C(1s) ii, for some 12, in @(ZJ. By assumption, there exists ~2 in 
%(I) with S2,li = 0, sZ,zi = ~2,. Let 2 = E(I,) 2 in X(s); by (7) there exists 
22, in %(I,) with 0 = E(I,) 2 + C(1s) ~2~ and so ~2 in %(I) with Q,zZ = 0, B,z2 = 
1,. Then, by Cl), (21, 
E(I) 2 + C(1) [zi + tz] 
= W,) E(4) 3i: + E(b) C(4) S[d + 4 + C(b) S-W + Cl 
= E(h) 2 + 0 + C(Q % + C(Q 22, 
= C(IJ 22, = x* , 
SO X* is in %r,o(2). Conversely, suppose X* is in Xt,,t)(3i;) so there exists 6 such 
that x* = E(I) 3i: + C(I) u’. L e 2 = E(I,) 2 + C(1;) $6 in Z(s). By (7) there t 
exists zi, in @(Is) such that 0 = E(1.J 4 + C(1,) 21, . Then, 
X z+z = E(h) E(4) 2 + E(4) C(4) Q,C + C(I,) Q;z,u’ 
= E(I,) i + C(I,) 52,ti 
= [W,) 2 + C(&) &I - C(&) d, + C(I,) sZ,zi 
= C(I,) [Q,zi - d,], 
so x* is in X(,,,)(O). 1 
Suppose Y acts on Y and $ is such that I = (s, t) in 9 implies ID = (as, Ot) 
in 3 for each u in Y. We call [ST, %; E, C] autonomous (with respect to 9”) if 
d?(d) = T(t) for each t in 9, cr in Y, and 
E(L) = W, w&J = W), C(L) = C(I), (9) 
for each I in Y, u in Y. We may now be able to compare reachable sets with 
common initial point. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose [S, 4!‘; E, C] is an evolutionary abstract control system 
on F which is autonomous with respect o Y. Suppose this system is null controllable 
on (r, s) in 9 and that, for some t in F and a, T in Y, one has UY < w f at = 7s. 
Then -%.d~) = 4,,,)(O). 
Proof. Set r’ = UT, s’ = TY, t’ = ut = TS. Clearly null controllability on 
(r, s) is equivalent to null controllability on (s’, t’) = (v, 7s) so, by Theorem ], 
4r,,&) = %J) (0). However, (9) implies 
%r&> = JG,,(~) and %T,d(O) = %,tAO>- I 
In particular, if 9 = .F = R or iZ, one can let the action be translation and 
this autonomy just means that the dynamics (3) of the system on (s, t) depend 
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only on the difference (t - S) so that Theorem 2 asserts, for autonomous systems, 
that null controllability for some interval implies constancy of the reachable set for 
all longer intervals. 
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